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Editor’s Note
Welcome to the first issue of Brighton High School’s Literary Magazine.  
Without any prior history to guide us, we attempted to create 
something of which all Brighton High School students and faculty 
could be proud.  

We would like to thank those students and faculty members who have 
contributed to this inaugural literary magazine.  We appreciate the 
thought and time you have put into your work, and your willingness to 
share it with the students and faculty at Brighton High School.

Choosing a name for the magazine was a difficult decision.  We wished 
to make it unique to Brighton High School but emphasize its literary 
aspect.  After several rounds, the Latin version of our “bulldog” mascot 
was chosen.

We hope that the creative outlet the magazine provides will allow all 
students, whether contributors or readers, to open their minds and 
hearts to the beauty of the written word, works of art, and inspire 
creative thinking in all.  

In the future, we hope that students from all grade levels will be 
motivated to serve as editors, creative and graphics support members, 
and, of course, contributors.  
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Wake Up Call
By: Katelyn Loehr

 The cute face I see every morning before starting my day.  The 

face that distracts me from doing my homework as she lies on my 

books.  Her soft, beautiful fur that rests along my chest with her eyes 

closed and heart beat against mine.  The face that looks up at me with 

her big blue eyes, as blue as the sky, that warms my heart.

 As I walk into my bathroom to get ready for school, her little 

body forces her way to jump onto the countertop like a fish jumping out 

of water.  Her long, fluffy tail touches my cheek when she walks across 

the counter toward me as if a loving gesture.  While I head downstairs 

to get something to drink, she races to the bottom as if rushing to the 

end of the finish line.  Once I open up the refrigerator, I begin to hear 

cries as her black, tiger stripes rub against my legs.  As I walk over 

to her bowl to give her food, she cuts me off trying to get there first.  

Once the food is in her bowl, the cries stop and the purring begins.  

The softness and calmness of her purr tells me that she is happy and 

satisfied.  Finally, I get my peace and quiet before heading off to school.
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How to Swear with Minimal Cussing
By: Todd Day

 I broke my brother’s nose.  
 He broke a promise. The Pinky Swear of Pinky Swears was 
discarded like a winless Tootsie Pop wrapper, and just at the wrong 
time.  Pinky swears were meant to be forever, but tell that to a ten 
year old.  This didn’t last two days.  My spineless, kid brother had 
told about our little discovery by that Sunday, exactly one day before I 
planned on strolling into our local paper, The Argus.
 Oscar wasn’t one to go the route of the humble martyr.  His 
constant whimpering over his nose in his bunk above me was a 
reminder that I could lose my temper, but geez Oscar, two days?  Then 
there was my mother.  Her gaze alone was enough to keep my hands in 
my holsters for eternity.
 “How did this happen to your brother?” she asked.
 “Don’t know,” I responded, coolly.
 “How do you not know?  You were with him all day!” 
 “Don’t know.”
 “You better start to know or you’re going to be grounded, buster.”  
She was still wearing her sunglasses, car keys in hand, just home from 
work.
 Beginning to feel the coals at my feet, my eyes fell to the floor.  
Though it had been years since my butt was spanked, it was preparing 
for one at that moment. She dubbed them ‘firecrackers’. 
 “You’re grounded.  Go to your room!”  Her eyes glowed red, the 
keys jingled as she pointed toward the stairs. 
 Heck, the secret was worth it, but who knew how long it would 
stay secret with a new skull holding the coveted information.  And it 
would take more than a spatula to cover up Opie’s pie hole. When it 
came to gossip, Opie was the kid who got up for seconds before anyone 
knew supper was even ready. 

 “Why’d you do it, Oscar?” I passed him another strip of toilet paper 
to stuff a nostril.  
 “Aww, shutup.  You knew it was too good to share.”    
 “But why Opie?  He’s the kind that’ll blab.” I sat down on my 
bunk, staring up at a sagging bed.
 “Noheewoont,” Oscar said through a pinched nose.  
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 “But a pinky swear?”
 “I’m sawwwwrry.” 
 No use arguing.  I wouldn’t be doing anything worthwhile penned 
up with the perpetrator.  The only solution was to find Opie and 
threaten him to silence.
 “Whuut ya doin?” Oscar was watching as my belly hung out our 
second story window.  
 “I’m goin’ over to Opie’s before school tomorrow.  He’ll tell everyone 
about what we found.”  I slowly began to close the window.  
 “Don’t worry, Mike.  I won’t tell Mom!”  he whispered, suddenly 
trying to be the dutiful Boy Scout. 
  “Do you pinky swear?”  The window shut silently, the last word 
mine. 
 Inching across the rotting shingles, I reached the leaning tool shed 
and hopped to its roof.  From there, it was clear sailing down the logs 
piled beside it.  The chilled, early evening was quiet enough to hear a 
spider sneeze, but not a curious light blinked.  
 
 Opie’s real name was Marcus Mayfield.  He lived in the 
neighborhood behind mine.  Everyone called him Opie because if Ron 
Howard were to suddenly choke on a chicken bone during the taping 
of one of our favorites The Andy Griffith Show, Marcus would easily 
fit the bill.  His house was an immaculate Victorian, pink as a desert 
rose.  With his father principal of Franklin Middle School, his mother 
vice principal, it was hard to make fun of Opie for having a pink house. 
But that night, despite the big wigs readying for bed at the Mayfield 
residence, their son would soon be fixed.  The secret of secrets held 
sway over our destinies.
 Though Marcus was a year younger, Principal Mayfield had invited 
me over for his surprise birthday the year before.  I told my mother 
there was no way I’d be going; she, on the other hand, made it my only 
option.

His room was on the second floor, facing the street.  His light 
was not on, but the living room lights were aglow.  Skimming alongside 
the porch and rounding the house, I heard Mr. Mayfield’s blurts spill 
out the screened windows.  Easing upon the nearest one, my eyes 
recognized a strained face, caught in the wash of a nearby television.  
 “Oh, not good, not good, not good!  Please, somebody make 
a stinkin’ basket!” he screamed, slapping the side of his leather 
armchair.  His usual hair part was gone, for the other hand was tearing 
at his scalp as if ripping at a toupee.  Opie was lying on the floor ahead 
of him, bouncing the back of his legs up and down in frenzy.  
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Principal Mayfield loved his sports.  He was loudest at our home 
games, our away meets.  Opie was being groomed to be a cheerleader, it 
seemed.
 “Dad, they’re not gonna do it!” Opie spat.  “They’re not gonna!”
 As I glided up to the next window, the game buzzer sounded and 
almost simultaneously the television went black.  My back pressed 
tightly against the siding.  
 “Heyyy, what happened?”  Opie asked.
 “Damn.  I knew they’d blow it again.”
 “Dad, why’d ya turn it off?”
 “Time for bed, Marcus.”  Principal Mayfield spoke to the dark.
 “I can’t see anything.”
 “Just go to bed, Marcus,” his voice firm.  This made me smile.  
Opie was being sent to his room.

There was the sound of a lamp being bumped into and then feet 
padding up the stairs.  Still as a statue, I waited until the armchair 
groaned and Principal Mayfield could be heard running the faucet in 
the kitchen.  

Making my way to the front porch, there was a shoulder-
width strip of lattice hiking up to the roof.  It was full of thick-budded 
sweetheart roses, spraying outward, nearly hiding the wood beneath.  
My fingers found the hidden holes of lattice and with a heave up to 
the porch railing, I was quickly almost halfway up the framework.  
Stretching for another gap, but finding none, I smashed some rosebuds 
and fought the stinging pricks of thorns.  One hand slapped to the 
gutter, then the other, then with feet tearing thick sections of foliage 
away, my leg swung safely above.  With a roll up the short slanted 
roof out of the bedroom’s light, my lungs fought for air.  Opie’s window 
slowly raised.

“Hello?” a soft voice whispered.
“Hey, Opie.  We need to talk.”   Barely audible, my back to him, 

he hadn’t heard me.
“Hello?”
“Marcus!  It’s Mikey.  We need to talk.”  My whisper echoed 

across the street.
“Mike Billings? Where are you?”  I looked up to see his face 

pressed tightly to the screen.  He fell backward.  “What the heck are 
you doing here?”

“Let me in,” my butt slid steadily down the roof, fighting for a 
grip.  Tiny granules fell into the gutter.

“My dad would kill you if he saw you up there. You’re crazy.”  He 
was already undoing the screen.  When he pulled it away, I fell inside 
onto his fat-springed twin bed. 
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He wandered over to his light-switch just below a poster of a poncho 
wearing Eastwood from The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly. He hesitated 
before flipping the switch, his belt undone part way, his t-shirt already 
off.  All freckles, he stared at me, sizing up the situation.  
 “Why you here?”  The light clicked off.  
 “I gotta talk to you about something important.” I scooted back 
against the wall, my legs stretched.  
 “Hold on,” he said, then opened his door a crack.  The hall light 
fell through the sliver as Opie held his eye in the gap.  The light 
disappeared, the door clicked shut.
 “You’re crazy for doin’ this.  You know that?”  
 “Oscar told you about what we found…didn’t he.”  It was an 
accusation, not a question.
 Opie shuffled over and I felt the bed settle slightly under his small 
frame.
 “So? I didn’t tell anyone.”  
 “You’ve never kept a secret in your life.”  My shoulders leaned in.  
“You promise?  God’s watching.”  
 He hesitated.  “Promise.”
 “God’s watching.”
 Opie let out a huff and smacked the bed.  “I told my sister this 
morning.”
 “Piggy?!” My head banged back against the wall.
 “Shhh.  Quiet! I’m sorry,” Opie pleaded.  His features we’re 
becoming more visible in the faint streetlight through the window.  
 “Piggy can’t keep a secret.  It’s over!”  I slammed my fists into the 
hard mattress springs.  There was a crinkling sound.  Piggy was the 
only one who gossiped more than Opie.  At two years my senior, she 
could blow disaster through the high school halls like a California 
wildfire. And no, Piggy wasn’t fat or anything, she just wore pig-tails 
everyday of her life.  
 “She won’t say anything.”  Opie’s enthusiasm was lost, for even he 
knew better. I inched off the bed and heard more of the crinkling 
sound, almost as if the bed had wrapping paper stretched upon it, 
though underneath the sheets.  The noise was familiar, for Oscar had 
the same thing on his bed when he was five.  The bargaining chip of 
bargaining chips!

“You tell anyone else…” I faced him.  “If you tell anyone else, 
everyone at school is gonna hear that you still wet the bed.”  

“Shut up!” he said, standing.  
“I mean it, Ohh Peeeeee.”  It was just the beginning of my 

creative names-to-be and he felt it.
“Don’t, don’t, don’t,” he machine-gunned at me, waving his 
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hands.  “Fine, fine, I won’t!”  Our voices fell back into a whisper.
“We gotta tell your sister.  She better not have said a thing.  It’s 

my secret to share.  You don’t even know where it’s at.”
“Yes, I do.  Oscar told me.”
“Oscar doesn’t even know for sure.”  My pointer finger tapped 

on my chest. “I was the one who told him about it.”   
 “You’re not gonna be famous for it.  It’s stupid.”
“Where’s Piggy’s room?” 
“You’re gonna tell her now?” his head snapped back as his voice 
rose an octave. “Yeah, right now.”  I turned for the door.
“You can’t.  She’s at a friend’s, spending the night over at Sam 

Peters’ house working on a project.”
Samantha Peters was the most beautiful girl in The United 

States of America.  She had hair that almost fell to her knees, brown as 
a Hershey Kiss waterfall.   When she didn’t ride my bus anymore after 
eighth grade, I found myself getting off four stops from my house just 
to walk by hers.  

“You serious?” The dizzying calculations running through my 
head we’re now coupled with exhilaration. It was my God-given duty to 
get over there and talk to those girls, to warn them of the impending 
disaster to which they were oblivious.  If we went about my discovery 
correctly, our town might just jump out on a map.  A discovery like 
mine couldn’t ooze, it had to pop.  And I needed to do the popping.

I jumped onto Opie’s bed and ducked through the window.  
“You’re crazy, Mike!  No way you’re going over there.”  He stuck 

his head out the opening.
Sliding down the roof, my feet caught up to the gutter. “Don’t 

say anything, Opie. I’m serious.”  I looked back to see Opie’s light on, 
someone talking behind him.  

In fine Opie fashion he whined, “Aww, I was just lookin’ out the 
window!”

With a leap into the shadows, my knees popped as I crashed 
onto the grass and rolled half-way into a prickly juniper bush.  If I 
would’ve looked to Opie’s window, it was a safe bet Principal Mayfield’s 
tattered head would be poking out in curiosity.  With the legs of a 
frightened deer, I bounded down the street toward Pleasant Ridge 
Road.  It was ten o’clock and still early enough for a few high-schoolers 
to be working on their homework.  If that’s what they were really doing 
anyway.  

As I jogged the dirt back road, the night black as coal, my 
mind was miles ahead.  These weren’t two run-of-the-mill gals.  I had 
stopped twice out of an icy fear of where my feet were headed.  No plan 
sounded worth doing, the only sure outcome being that “Mike Billings” 
would bubble up in every high school conversation that ended with 
“idiot”. 

Fortunately, the Peters’ house was a ranch.  Thered be no 
crushed sweetheart roses, no itchy shingles, and as I rounded the bend 
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with my lungs afire, God seemed to be smiling on me.  The two girls 
were giggling inside the garage, hovered over a paper-mâché volcano.  
Even from afar, one could see Sam’s hair sweeping like a curtain as she 
moved.

Slowing to a walk, my feet started tingling, my legs shivered.  
There’d be no sneaking up, no going about it half-heartedly.  If my 
secret was truly worth keeping, then it had to be concealed in dramatic 
fashion.  

My feet tore toward the driveway, steaming up to the garage.
“Guys! Guys, you gotta help me!” I nearly yelled, looking for the 

right pitch to strike fear into them while not catching the attention of 
the others inside.

“Who is that!” Sam breathed, shooting a look at Piggy.
“I don’t know,” she responded, standing back from the saw-

horses holding up the volcano.  
“It’s okay, it’s me.  Mikey Billings.  Remember me?”  With my 

arms held up, revealing no weapon, I disarmed them with my smile.  
“We rode the bus together?”

“What are you doing here?” Piggy said, annoyed.
With perhaps a little too much pomp, I drew a long breath and 

sighed.  “I just got away from ol’ Jake’s ranch.  I mean, just got away.” 
My eyes ping-ponged back and forth between the two, their faces frozen.  
“He had his gun on me…for over an hour.”

“That creepy old guy down the street?” Piggy looked as if she just 
ate a bug.  

“Why?” Sam said.  Her interest piqued.  
“You heard about what I found out there, right?” 
The girls looked at each other awkwardly.  “What?  The thing 

Marcus told me this morning?” Piggy looked back at me.
“That wasn’t true, was it?” Sam said, her doe eyes exploding 

behind a thick lock of hair.  
“I’m sorry, but I told him you guys know about it now, too.”  I 

shook my head, trying to appear concerned for their well-beings.  It 
was no fun having to put their lives on the line as well, but there was 
nothing else to do.

“What for?” Piggy stepped forward.
“How did you know we knew?” Sam said.
I stared at Piggy. “I talked to Opie. He told me he only told you.”  
“Marcus!  That twerp!” Piggy stomped her foot and spun to the 

rear of the garage, pacing.  “I didn’t think it was real.”
“He really had a gun?” Sam had lost her summer tan, pale as a 

bowl of milk.
My head dropped. A smile almost fell from my lips, miraculously 

concealed.  Instead, my fingers began brushing across the bumpy 
paper.  
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“Did you tell anyone else about it?” I asked, not looking up.
“Did you, Sam?” Piggy asked, concerned.
“No!” Sam said.  “I didn’t say anything, to anyone.”
“Good, good, that’s good.”  Grabbing the white-pasty glue jar, I 

stirred it with the gooey brush.  “He said as long as he didn’t get wind 
of it and nobody shows up on his doorstep, he’s not gonna come and 
hunt us down.”  

“Oh my God,” Sam whispered.
“I’m serious!”  The glue fell to the table and spilled over as my 

hands stretched wide. “You’ve seen how big that shotgun is he carries, 
haven’t you?”

“Oh my God,” Piggy repeated.
“Just don’t tell anyone about it.” I pointed firmly.  “That old man 

means business.”
“Okay, okay. We won’t.  Right Sam?” 
“No way,” she said, shaking her head.
“Well then,” nearly lost in Sam’s worried gaze, “I guess that’s it.”  

My feet shuffled in reverse.  With such an audience at hand, I could’ve 
lulled them into a love affair, duped them into robbing a bank, talked 
them into a cult.  Sure, they’d just been ripped from the earth, but I’d 
call you a liar if you told me they weren’t safely returned.  “I gotta get 
back now.”

“Don’t tell anyone that we know,” Sam pleaded.  Right then, it 
was caught in an air-tight coffin.  They wouldn’t be telling another soul.

“Goodnight.” I jogged away.
A shower of logs gave way as I climbed onto the shed roof. 

Perhaps my eyes had been masked by dollar signs, flooded with the 
dizzying flashbulbs of stardom.  My mind was clouded with visions of 
The Argus doors swinging wide, reporters’ pads, news ink, then onto 
the television cameras.  What shirt would I wear?

Apparently, I overlooked my bedroom light aglow.  
Just beyond the window, Mom was lying on my bed, reading In 

Cold Blood; her toes tapped together in intrigue.  Oscar snored quietly 
above her.  She well knew I was at the window and finally peered over 
her book.  My eyes squeezed shut to escape her stare, my butt readied 
for a firecracker.

But let it be said, I give you the Pinky Swear of Pinky Swears, 
that particular secret was well worth it.
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Morning Meadow
By: Sean Frank

Laying down in those sweet smelling flowers,

Looking into the sky and counting the hours,

Empty your thoughts and shut your eyes,

Toss your stress and let your soul rise.

Feel the wind stroke your cheeks,

Remember this moment for weeks,

Listen to the benevolent bird’s chirping,

This memory is sure to be usurping.

Surrounded by collages of green and blue,

Colors from red to yellow reign true,

Spotting the occasional rainbow,

In this magnificent morning meadow.
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Endless
By: Lauren Hartman

   It sits atop the water like a weightless dragon fly.  
My boat waits for me to take it out for its daily exercise 
on the clear glass.  Soon, that glass will be melting and 
churning as blades cut through it like air.  My favorite 
place to be.  The plum shade offers peace from the 
relentless sun.  Spiders scurry into their hidden homes 
away from me, but I’m not complaining.  Webs decorate 
each corner and I form battle plans for them in my head 
like a military general.  Across the water it chugs along 
like a train barely making it on its last trek.  It may not 
be a speed boat, but I don’t discriminate.  Fishing poles 
adjourn the sides like tiki lamps on a tropical bar.  They 
help create an inescapable relaxation.  This is summer.  
Seemingly endless on the water, millions of fish scatter 
about sporadically like cottonwood falling from the trees.  
I absorb it all.

   Minutes that seem like hours pass on my boat.  
Conversations flow like silk between us as the night 
slowly approaches with the sky ablaze.  Laughter bounces 
off the water’s picture perfect reflection.  Cars soar past 
nearby, but it feels as if we’re lost in Yellowstone. The 
breeze lazily caresses our faces as the first star of the 
night blinks into existence.  The opportunities of the 
night stretch before us like a map of the world, but for 
now we’re all content to spend our time relaxing with the 
swans as they glide effortlessly.  The ebony sky expands 
around us and we search in awe for the paintings of the 
stars.  Opportunities seem endless and staring at the 
distant lights erases the boundary between the worlds.
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Florida Scuba Diving        By:  Brendon Schultz
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A Hill and Sunset

By: Jake Moline

 I see perfection, potential, and details people don’t see.  So 
similar to myself yet so different, like an apple and an orange.  My 
sister was born with hair the color of fire, the color you see as you gaze 
deep into the flame.  It’s odd because no one in our family has hair like 
hers.  She must have gotten it from our grandmother.  Just another 
reason my sister can be called one-of-a-kind.  In the sunlight her hair 
becomes the sun, and it slips through your fingers as if you weren’t 
touching it at all.

 Her eyes are the grass, the trees, and the leaves.  Her eyes are 
nature itself, and they reflect back curiosity and friendship.  Freckles 
line her face, like bright stars in the night sky.  Most have disappeared 
from existence since we were younger, and I hope they all don’t 
fade.  Some still pop out when she gives you a warm smile, the kind 
that gives you a warm fuzzy feeling, like sitting by the fireplace and 
drinking a warm cup of hot chocolate.  Something we both still do 
together.

 I close my eyes and listen to her play the piano.  The notes, 
sweet as honey, reflect her peaceful nature.  The music she creates is 
a sunset, with a hill the color of her eyes.  A sun that never sets, but 
burns bright flame orange like the color of her hair.
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The White Queen 
(Checkmate)
By: Andrea Saxman

Her mind is filled with dust

And miracles.

Her joints are creased with rust

and she is beautiful.

The pupils of her eyes

Are polished

Like stars plucked from the skies

and she is beautiful.

Her heart has been ground down

with white sand

she has lost her crown

and she is beautiful.

She is lying on the floor

crumpled 

her robes soaked through with gore

and

 — even in death — 

She is beautiful.
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Tap Tap

By: Lorryn Cruz

Tap tap. 
The tears falling. 

Past the silence past the black. 
Drowning out the screams.

Howling wind. 
The twisted sound.

I can feel my sneakers in the mud. 
Hear their protests at every step. 

Tap tap.
Tombstones. 

On them the words written. 
The language of death. Cruel merciless.

Somehow I reach it earlier than expected. 
A single word etched the one thing I could never say.

Sink down before it. 
Tap tap.

The sadness in her eyes I can see it. 
The hurt the pain.

Turning the knob to leave but right before she goes I can hear the 
words

 I love you.
Hanging there still. 

Tap tap.
Now I reach my hand to the stone. 

Run my hand along it tears streaming down my face.
I love you so much.

The single word in my eyes. 
Mom.

Sobs caught in my throat. 
The silence cold the freezing black. 

In the distance this twisted symphony.
Tap tap.
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Greed

By: Ellen Gleason

Sly, cunning all shades of black

Disguised as fruits of labor

You whisper words of what we lack

Not gratitude, which we should savor

Thriving on the scent of sin

The hearts of kings and heirs

Where do you end and we begin?

Untangle if you dare

Your voice is every battle cry

Every clash of hilt

All guilt is only lie

Dead are the mortar to what you’ve built

She is a seductress; she does not take by force

Flee from the siren greed, and pay your price

Remorse
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The Destruction of Pompeii
By:  Melanie Boskovich

 

August 20, 79 A.D.  (Afternoon)

  I have never been so afraid in my entire life.  One minute, 
stillness.   The next minute, pandemonium.  The ground shook 
violently.  Mother says that it has been seventeen years since the 
ground first began to shake, but it has become much worse over the 
years.  It occurred a few hours ago.  Mother asked me to run to the 
baker for bread.  As I was traipsing through the streets, the ground 
began to shake ferociously.  Clutching the bread in my arms, I lost 
my balance, and collapsed onto the street.  It felt like the ground was 
going to split beneath me and take my body deep inside.  Women began 
to scream hysterically as they fell onto the ground.  I curled up into a 
ball and put my arms over my head, waiting for the horror to cease.  
Buildings began to crack, and debris flew everywhere.  Within a few 
minutes, everything was still again.  No one could explain to me the 
meaning of this event.  

 

August 23, 79 A.D.  (Morning) 

 It has happened for three days straight.  The process is the 
same every time.  My stomach lurches as soon as the ground begins 
to tremor, and I hear the screams.  After moving into a corner of our 
house, I place my arms over my head and wait.  Within minutes, the 
ground becomes tranquil, and we resume our daily activities.  Everyone 
seems to have become used to these occurrences.  Most people do not 
think anything of the shaking.  However, I continue to be concerned.  
How can they not be afraid?  How long will this continue?   

August 24, 79 A.D.  (Late afternoon) 

 Around midday, an exceedingly loud noise was heard from 
Mount Vesuvius, the mountain next to my beautiful and bustling 
Pompeii.  Gray smoke and dust started to appear at the top of the 
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mountain.  Within hours, the smoke started to spread around the 
mountain.  No one understands what is happening.  Some people have 
begun to leave Pompeii, including our neighbors and friends.  My very 
dear friend came to say goodbye.  After departing, I had a sad, ominous 
feeling that I would never see her again.   

August 24, 79 A.D.  (Early evening)

 I must write quickly.  My mother yells that we must flee Pompeii 
now!  She is frantically gathering some of our belongings as I write.  
The gray smoke is not ordinary smoke.  It spreads unusually fast and 
seems to be settling and coating the ground it covers.  It is moving 
so fast!  I can see it coming closer and closer to my gorgeous city of 
Pompeii.   I can no longer look into the distance, since everything is 
covered in this horrible gray smoke.  I hear people in the street yelling 
that animals and people outside of the city closer to Mount Vesuvius 
are dead and covered in the gray dust and ash.  I asked my mother if 
she thinks we will die.  She said nothing.  

 August 25, 79 A.D.  (Morning) 

 My mother and I have fled Pompeii.  After walking for hours as 
far as we could in a direction away from the mountain, we have taken 
a short break to rest.  However, I can’t sleep.  As I look up into the sky, 
I only see gray smoke.  It is hard to breathe.  My clothes are covered 
in this horrible, horrible gray dust.  Is it just my imagination, or is the 
smoke everywhere?  Nowhere is safe.  My mother and I must continue 
our trek and leave now.  Our entire city has been engulfed, and it is 
coming for us next.  I will hug my mother, and will whisper to her that 
I love her.  Muddy tears run down my cheek as I think about my lovely 
hometown and how I will never see my home again.  I will never forgive 
the anger and rage of Mount Vesuvius.  
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Fall of Summer
By: Sarah Wright
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As the Years Pass
By: Katie Sawallich

 This morning I woke up a child.  They myths of fairytales are 
still fresh in my mind, fueling my imagination.  This world is a vast 
and magical kingdom for me to claim.  I can spend hours fighting fire 
breathing dragons and battling trolls.  When the end of my day comes 
I can walk off into the sunset to live my own happily ever after, only to 
create a whole new kingdom when the sun rises tomorrow.

 In the night ten years have passed me by.  In the mirror this 
morning I found that I was no longer the innocent child I had been the 
day before.  I may still carry innocence about me but the wonders of 
magic have long since disappeared.  The thoughts of princesses and 
princes and once upon a time no longer occupy my mind.  Today my 
brain is plagued by the problems of complicated math problems and 
other text that layers books with a weight like boulders.  Tomorrow my 
worries will only be greater since tests that seem longer than I can count 
lay on the horizon.

 Tests are no longer the worries of my days.  Again I have woken 
to find that years have passed in a single night.  Instead of ten years 
I’m afraid that fifteen has passed.  All morning long I’ve been rushed 
from place to place as voices rise above all the other noises, even my 
thoughts.  Despite the loudness of the yelling, I found the voices to be 
oddly reassuring.  As the day progressed and I found the voices were 
slowly melting the ice that incased my feet.  When the sun started 
its graceful decline from the sky in the late afternoon I find myself 
standing in front of a full length mirror.  Dressed in white I stood strong 
and confident knowing I’m making the right choice for me.   For come 
tomorrow I wouldn’t have to worry about waking up one day to find 
myself alone.

 Not even a whole night has passed and yet I find myself with 
even less years than I had fallen asleep with.  How many have been 
whisked away, I can’t say for sure I just know I feel older, tried, and yet 
somehow stronger than ever.  From a room down the hall the crying 
continued; a loud wailing sound.  There, lying in a bundle of blankets, 
was a crying baby; my crying baby.  Rocking her back and forth I can’t 
help but wonder how old she will find herself come dawn.

 Too many years have passed me by in a single night.  I’ve missed 
everything.  My own daughter is grown now and I feel as though I hadn’t 
been there to see her through it all.  One morning she had been a small 
newborn just coming home from the hospital and the next day she’s 
on her own, making a name for herself with a ring upon her finger and 
children running about.  She’s standing on her own two feet and it feels 
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as though I hadn’t helped her to stand at all.  Then there is my better 
half.  I woke up one day to marry him, promising to spend the rest of 
my life with him and the next I woke to find he had been claimed by old 
age.  With the years passing too fast in a single night I’m starting to fear 
that every morning may be my last.

 One night and five years have passed by.  Not my fastest blink 
but definitely my last I’m afraid.  Last night I fell asleep in my own 
bed, comfy and peaceful, only to wake up this morning in a white, 
scratching hospital gown.  My daughter stands next to my bed with my 
grandbabies that have grown in a single night.  Here lying on my death 
bed I can’t help but think of the Kenny Chesney, ‘Don’t Blink.’  It’s a 
simple little song that speaks so much truth.  In the span of a single 
week my whole life has gone by.  I have skipped years in my sleep, 
missing large parts of my life.  Though, come to think of it, that isn’t 
exactly true.  I have slept through years of my life certainly, but every 
puzzle piece has always seemed to be there.  I have never truly felt like I 
was missing something in my life.  I can recall just about every moment 
of my life, they just all seem to blur together in one big picture.

 Outside the window the sky has turned pink with the setting 
sun.  In a few minutes the sky will be dark with the rising moon.  By 
the time the sky is dotted with stars I will have slipped into my final 
peaceful sleep.  No more years will pass for me in a single night.  I will 
no longer have to waste my morning trying to figure out how many 
years I have lost.

 Now I don’t want you to feel sad for me.  I have lived a full life 
even if it doesn’t seem like it.  Years pass by too quickly for people 
to worry about the death of someone they have never met.  The only 
reason I have shared my story with you is so you will better understand 
the advice I am about to give you, because I’m sure you’ve already heard 
it many times before.  After hearing my words I hope that the advice will 
hold more meaning for you.

 Life is too short.  In a blink of an eye you can end up missing 
very important pieces of your life.  In a single night half your life can go 
by without you even realizing it.  With that having been said I am going 
to tell you one last thing.  Seeing how they are my final words, please 
take them to heart.

 No matter how short or long you life may be, no matter how 
many blinks you take, and no matter how many times you stop to smell 
the roses, live your life as the happiness you want to feel because as the 
years pass you are the only one who keeps that beautiful smile on your 
face.

 Now as shooting stars streak across the sky I bid you a goodbye 
for the final time.
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Allyson continued…

By: Gavin Johnson

Today…
Your Eighteenth birthday!!
I smile and I cry
How the days have flown by.
Yesterday…
You sat so close to me
Holding me tight
I sooo miss those days, now you take flight.
Tomorrow…
Coming too fast
I want to start over
Make my remaining days with you last.

But today…
So beautiful, mature and now flying
High school -  mostly stored in your yesterdays
Next year,
College…leaving…me crying.
And yesterday…
The U.P., hunting, fishing and traveling
Those times I dream about and remember
Hold them so tight
So much more than days on a calendar.
Finally, tomorrow…
I slowly let you go
To your future’s tomorrow – forever
So proud of you, I miss you, love you so deeply
Now moving forward..separate..but always together.

Your loving Dad 

on your 18th birthday.
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The Beast of Old
By: Zach Evans

Oh what terror is the beast of old,
A malicious master of misfortune;
Oh so drenched in blood of futures
Which will never breathe again.

He stalks the forest of my soul
Armed with mates guilt and contrition,
What hope can a mortal have
In face of immortal horror.

For I plunge into oblivion;
Naked save dream and desire.
Tracking every print I find,
Assimilating his nature.
 
Fate finds my mark upon a corpse,
Feasting on the entrails of passion,
I sharpen my mind and prepare myself
For a quest into the morrow.

I rush ahead with all my might
And pierce the flesh of the demon,
Tearing into the breast of oppression
To feel its last heartbeats.

Its skin now hangs upon a wall,
Shimmering in the stark sunlight;
Reminding that I must behold
Memories of the beast of old.
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For My Gingers
By: Andrea Bonomo

For my people everywhere, being told they have no soul
Suffering the affronts given to them by pop culture
And serving as the butt of many jokes
Grinning and bearing it

For my people lying on the beach under umbrellas
With pale skin burning instantly
And freckles multiplying exponentially
You’ll find us in the sunscreen aisle
Crispy and beautiful

For my people with locks of flame
Red, orange, auburn or copper
We all have to stick together,
Representing less than four percent of the world

For my people, the gingers who persevere
In spite of the labels
And believe in their own carrot-topped courage
For my people, stay red!
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Angel Eyes
By: Sean Frank

They shine in the light,

They shine every so bright,

Like a diamond with great height,

You must have deeply great sight.

With a color so amazing,

They swipe me from my feet,

Like a goddess you are raising,

I am so lucky that we meet.

And with your beauty,

Comes standards you deserve,

And when you chose me, I was thrown into a curve.

I never regret my choice for you,

I saw you for the first time and took the air and flew,

I had fun with it, and in my rise,

I met the one I call Angel Eyes.
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When Two Paths Meet
By: Ellen Gleason

How do paths cross in space or time?
Have they not rhyme or reason?
When gazes meet is it a crime?
Does God see this as treason?

Their souls connect
Through snow and sleet
Great majesty of oceans blue

On their love suns never set
Love itself a steadfast tattoo

The fates may try to sway the pair
Toward some other thrill
But now the lovers stand united
Was this God or something greater still?

The earth itself a gazing ball
A sphere deep and clear
As love may shuffle through the world
God above a puppeteer

The strings may flex and stretch
But hold steady in his hand
Through rebellion and defiance
Love itself can then expand
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I Love You

By: Sean Frank

What I write to you is truly mine,

What I want from you is truly divine,

We could be forever; we could do it all,

We could sit on a beach and watch the sun fall.

If I could change one thing, it would be to have you.

If I could keep one thing, I would always choose you.

Every day I look, you’re as beautiful as the morning dew.

My feelings for you linger, I think I might be saying I love you.
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Red String and Blue Balloons

By: Andrea Saxman

Love is a        Love is a
day spent on the beach,
cuddling and sharing ice cream.
     virus, eating you away until   
     there’s nothing left.
When you find someone you love When you find someone you 
     love
You would do anything  you would do anything
to make them happy   to make them happy.
     And then you realize
and they would do anything 
for you.
     that you are only
Because that is love.
     being used.
Love leads to only   Love leads to only
happiness
     heartbreak
It will     It will
build you up
     tear you down
until you feel like   until you feel like
     you’d do anything to make it stop.
you’re on top of the world.
I know that love is   I know that love is
marvelous
     painful
and I just can’t understand.  and I just can’t understand.
When did you stop   When did you stop
believing in happiness?
     Trusting what I said?
Why can’t you see that  Why can’t you see that
he only wants    he only wants
the best for me?
     to break your heart?
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Beauty

By: Sean Frank

Oceans so deep they hold all life,

Even the ones that stab with a knife,

Time is lost when you are found,

Your beauty so deep some men have drowned.

Words are lost when you walk in,

As people stare and give a big grin,

To be in your gaze is mighty enough,

To break and crumble even the tough.

The night sky and a waterfall,

Try to be big and ever so tall,

But with you in sight their hope is lost,

As two of the best watched as you crossed.

Nothing compares to your innocent touch,

But some people try just a little too much,

What I feel gives off the image a dove,

I think what I’m feeling is the feeling of love.
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Perspective
By: Ethan Curtis

A pebble fell through the air,

And plummeted to Earth, where,

The smooth little gray rock,

Hit the ground with a quiet thock.

As I watched my pebble fall,

It plunged a distance relatively small,

Among trees and rock like white wheat,

Maybe just a hundred feet.

Layers of red, orange, and white,

The Grand Canyon is a beautiful sight,

Miles across and a mile deep as well,

This is where my pebble fell.

A marble of white, blue and green,

Earth from space is the most remarkable thing we’ve seen,

A magnificent little sphere,

The Grand Canyon, me, and my pebble are all here.

Sometimes seeing something so big,

Makes me feel like a small, fragile, twig,

I realize the size of the universe,

It is my crib and my hearse.
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Autumn Sunlight

By: Hannah Grimm
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Swing, Swing, Swing

By: Amanda LaClaire

 They say that I’m one in a million and boy is that true. It often 

seems as though I’m the lonely willow tree with its knobby and twisted 

trunk growing in a grove full of big-leafed oaks. That’s okay, though. 

I don’t mind as long as there is at least one Pocahontas out there. I’ve 

been blessed with a few. However, when you belong to a needle eye of a 

school, a few doesn’t cut it. Just a few go, and I’m left to be a weeping 

willow. Just a few go, and I’m Rhode Island. Just a few go, and I’m 

Jeeves; seen but not heard.

 Not all is lost. Recess occurs twice a day and I keep to the 

flimsy chariots hanging from their sienna braids and shining arms. 

By punching the blue sky, I meet with the wind. He smothers me 

with kisses twice a day. He smothers me with butter and perfume. He 

smothers me with knives and blood sometimes. I’m there on the swing 

set, loving him all the same. And I reach him on the forest green bench 

going up and down and up again. That bench takes me to the land 

of nonsense. There, you can fill your lungs with any song. There, you 

don’t have to be Rhode Island. There, you can be Russia. 

 Some people try to be a Pocahontas and fly along. But they 

can’t stand the rustic bites the chains give and so they bleed and so 

they quit. I never do. I always welcome them to try. I always go and 

stay. Recess is nothing without that swing. Recess is nothing without 

the chariot to wind and nonsense and song. Recess was nothing 

without that swing, but I and others grow and learn and accept.
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What Would You Choose
 When You Look At Me?

By: Kristina Dirker 

What do you see when you look at me?

Is it beautiful or horrifying,

Is it life or is it death,

Or will it be true or will it be fake?

These are the few questions that I need answered.

Who do you see when you look at me?

Do you see a poor girl or a rich perky girl?

Will you see what you want to see

Or will I just be part of your imagination?

I’ve been asking these over and over in my head.

Will you love me?

Would you ever care for me,

Like I cared for you.

Will you tell me the truth forever?

This is the second most important thing that I’ve asked and asked you

Would you ever fight for me?

Would you win,

Or would you run and hide like a scared little boy

Would you ever give me

Up if you lost the fight?
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Just answer me these questions.

Will you ever grow up?

Why won’t you stop acting like a little immature boy,

And act like a man?

Answer me these last two questions.

Are we done?

Are we done talking,

Laughing, crying, and just being there for each other?

My very last question to you.

Will you promise me one thing?

Will you ever forget me as the days, months, and years go on?

Cause I know I’ll never forget you in my life.

Do you need me like I’ve always needed you?

Do you wish that I was standing by your side right now?

Can you ever forgive me?
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When You Apologize It Means You See 
Your Mistakes, However I’m Starting to 

Think That You’re Blind
By:  Janelle Kopa

  Harsh words flew through the phone and began screaming 
their way into my head. Anger bubbled through my veins as I waited 
for whatever gut-wrenching text would appear next. From the very 
beginning, I knew that we were both fighting a losing war because there 
can never be a winner when I’m in a fight with you, a good friend.

            It wasn’t until now that I realized how much something could 
change in a day or even in a fraction of a second. Every single moment 
you walk on this Earth, there’s always a new decision to be made, 
however, the choice is yours as to which road you take or which path 
you choose to follow. On the other hand, one wrong turn could trap you 
in a ditch or spin you around until you’ve lost the will and the way to 
get back. It may be easier to follow the crowd even though in the end, 
the path they took will not lead you to the promise and paradise you 
expected, but to an unfortunate lie and catastrophic disaster that was 
hidden by the pleasures of being like everyone else.

            Fitting in may be important to you, but this is unacceptable. 
You took a wrong turn with the crowd and now you only care about one 
thing, and it’s not about finding your way back. Of course your decision 
is already made up, but something slipped your mind. Thinking back 
on it, I’m not sure how you overlooked the consequences or how a 
second thought on how I felt about this never came across.

            A burning sensation filled my mind as I scrambled for clever 
ideas that would make you rethink your options. As I laughed at how 
wrong and pointless your new “goal” was, my head shook in utter 
disbelief when you strongly disagreed. Almost instantly you became 
furious, and I could easily imagine grey puffs of smoke protruding from 
your ears. You claimed that I was trying to change who you were and 
you began to fight back my reason with hateful words that each made a 
scar on my heart. No one deserves this kind of abuse.

            With the fight constantly replaying in my head like a broken 
record, it’s no wonder that when I spot you in the school halls the next 
day, I swiftly glance in the other direction. The new gossip rages like 
a wildfire through your friends and mine. Even though your words 
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still sting, a new emotion washes over me: guilt. Maybe I shouldn’t 
have been snooping in your business. Maybe I caused this whole fight 
and the possible end to our friendship. But maybe if you had chosen 
differently, none of this would have happened.

  “Accept what you can’t change and change what you can’t 
accept,” is the quote that spoke a thousand words of wisdom to me in 
a single sentence. If I can’t change it, then accept it. Unfortunately this 
was easier said than done, but I finally built up enough courage to let 
out that apology that was choked up in my throat. Saying sorry was 
hard in the first place, but then the whole situation suddenly became 
horrifyingly overwhelming when you quickly rejected it.

            Within the next few minutes, you blamed me for everything 
that had happened and declared our friendship over because you 
strongly believed that I should never be forgiven. Inside I began to cry 
while the tears in my eyes threatened to cascade out in a waterfall as 
I became drowned in new feelings of regret. You never appreciated my 
advice, you never thought of yourself as the person to be blamed, you 
never realized how much drama you always caused, and therefore you 
never deserved my apology.

            In the end, you made a wrong decision and didn’t care enough 
to fix your mistake. In this process, a friendship was not only ripped 
apart, but you pushed away someone who actually cared about you. 
However, you and I both know that if you were in my shoes and the 
situation had been reversed, your reaction would have been almost 
identical to mine. I’ve already said my sorry, where’s yours?
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toward our goal, where defense was struggling to keep them away.  
I breathed in the cold, icy air and puffed as I breathed out.  Every 
inch of me had gone numb from running in the freezing rain.  Mud 
splashed around me, and with each step I envisioned Stephaney 
and her perfectness under my cleats.

 I came out of nowhere, stealing the ball away, and dribbled 
up field as fast as I possibly could.  Their defense wanted to stop 
me, I could see it on their faces, but I pushed past.  Stephanie was 
ready for it, so I gave it to her as hard as I could.  The ball zoomed 
at her faster and harder than she was prepared for, and hit her 
square in the forehead.  It bounced off, and fell against the net, 
followed by Stephaney.

 “Oh my gosh,” I said out loud realizing what I had done. 
“Are you okay?”

 “Stephaney!” Maggie exclaimed, and then looked at me.  
“Did you knock her out?”

 Coach ran over as well, followed by the rest of the team.  
Everyone crowded around and watched as coach propped up her 
body.

 “She’s gonna be okay, right?” I asked, feeling the guilt build 
up inside of me.

 Maggie gave me a death stare.  “She better be! We have a 
game this Friday!”

 Stephaney sat up slowly, “That kick was beast, Savannah!”

 Everyone laughed with relief, and after we determined that 
Stephaney was okay, Coach said that she’d tell us who won captain 
tomorrow.  We all agreed, and went home.

 The next day at school, Stephaney looked like a completely 
different person.  Her head had a giant bump on the back where 
she fell against the goal post and a nasty purple and blue bruise 
on her forehead.  She had tried to cover it up with make-up, but 
it didn’t really work.  Instead of her usual cute and curled hair, 
she was wearing a hoodie and sweatpants.  For the first time, she 
didn’t look like a beauty queen.

 I saw her at her locker, where some rude guy passed by 
her and said “Looking pretty hot today, Steph!” then walked away 
laughing with his friends.  More people stared, some people even 
pointed.  I finally felt so badly that, I had to approach her.

 “Stephanie,” I said, stopping her, “I am so sorry.  Don’t 
listen to them, they…”

Little Miss Perfect
By: Hannah Grimm

Little Miss Perfect: The girl gets everything, is good at 
everything, and is liked by everyone.  Today, I wasn’t going to 
let her beat me.  I had worked too hard for this.  I deserved to 
be captain of the soccer team ten thousand times more than 
she did.  We stood side by side on that muddy soccer field, the 
wind blowing hard.  Stephaney and I watched as coach Mindy 
passed out ballots to the rest of the team.  She deserved to lose 
something… I thought to myself.  Everyone already loved perfect 
Stephaney Lawrence. 

 “Good luck, Savannah!” she said in a sugary-sweet voice, 
holding out her hand.   

 I smiled back, and shook it.  Another thing about 
Stephaney was that even though it bugged me to death that she 
won everything, it was impossible to hate her.

 “While you guys scrimmage, I’ll count the votes,” Coach 
Mindy said.  “We’ll have the two candidates be captains.”

 Since she was Stephaney Lawrence, and she always got 
everything (like Maria in the Sound of Music), their team won the 
coin toss.  In the end, our teams were pretty evenly matched.  I 
headed straight for midfield, and Stephaney went to the net.  I 
stared down the field, through rain, wanting nothing more than to 
pound Stephaney’s entire team into the ground.

 Coach whistled for the kickoff, and I slammed the ball 
down the field to Cam.  She took a shot on goal and… saved by 
little miss perfect.  Trying to hide my frustration, I clenched my 
fists and ran back; chasing the ball Stephaney had thrown out.  
It went straight to Maggie, her best friend, and the best forward 
they had.  She dribbled down field with ease, weaving through 
our defense like a simple maze on a kid’s menu.  With one big 
power house kick, the ball soared into the upper corner of our 
net.  I tried to ignore their celebration, but I couldn’t.  Finally, I 
got so annoyed; I started taking my anger out on the game.

 The score was tied up three to three when Coach Mindy 
announced that the next goal would win the game.  I had to beat 
Stephaney.  I was going to beat Stephaney.  Suddenly, this had 
become way more than a scrimmage game.

 It was their turn to kick off.  Their play was fast, and it 
seemed certain that they would get the winning goal.  I sprinted 
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toward our goal, where defense was struggling to keep them away.  
I breathed in the cold, icy air and puffed as I breathed out.  Every 
inch of me had gone numb from running in the freezing rain.  Mud 
splashed around me, and with each step I envisioned Stephaney 
and her perfectness under my cleats.

 I came out of nowhere, stealing the ball away, and dribbled 
up field as fast as I possibly could.  Their defense wanted to stop 
me, I could see it on their faces, but I pushed past.  Stephanie was 
ready for it, so I gave it to her as hard as I could.  The ball zoomed 
at her faster and harder than she was prepared for, and hit her 
square in the forehead.  It bounced off, and fell against the net, 
followed by Stephaney.

 “Oh my gosh,” I said out loud realizing what I had done. 
“Are you okay?”

 “Stephaney!” Maggie exclaimed, and then looked at me.  
“Did you knock her out?”

 Coach ran over as well, followed by the rest of the team.  
Everyone crowded around and watched as coach propped up her 
body.

 “She’s gonna be okay, right?” I asked, feeling the guilt build 
up inside of me.

 Maggie gave me a death stare.  “She better be! We have a 
game this Friday!”

 Stephaney sat up slowly, “That kick was beast, Savannah!”

 Everyone laughed with relief, and after we determined that 
Stephaney was okay, Coach said that she’d tell us who won captain 
tomorrow.  We all agreed, and went home.

 The next day at school, Stephaney looked like a completely 
different person.  Her head had a giant bump on the back where 
she fell against the goal post and a nasty purple and blue bruise 
on her forehead.  She had tried to cover it up with make-up, but 
it didn’t really work.  Instead of her usual cute and curled hair, 
she was wearing a hoodie and sweatpants.  For the first time, she 
didn’t look like a beauty queen.

 I saw her at her locker, where some rude guy passed by 
her and said “Looking pretty hot today, Steph!” then walked away 
laughing with his friends.  More people stared, some people even 
pointed.  I finally felt so badly that, I had to approach her.

 “Stephanie,” I said, stopping her, “I am so sorry.  Don’t 
listen to them, they…”
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 She cut me off, “Save it, Savannah.”  In response, I shot 
her a confused look.

 “Don’t act like you don’t know what I mean,” she said.  
“You apologized like twenty times last night and didn’t gloat at all 
when your team won.”

 “Well, you were hurt! Anybody else would do the same 
thing!”  I replied quickly.

 “But you’re like the best forward on the team, everyone 
knows that.”  Stephaney kept going, “You’re really smart, and 
you’re always so nice to everyone, and you’re an awesome dancer, 
and I know like three guys who like you too!”

 “Definitely not,” I laughed, “You’re little miss perfect, and 
everyone loves you!  You’re the lead in the musical, you’ve got 
like the cutest clothes I have ever seen, you’re President of the 
community service club, homecoming queen, and you’re definitely 
gonna be captain of the soccer team because you always win 
everything!” I blurted.

 “That is so not true!” Stephaney insisted. “Besides, I don’t 
feel perfect.”

 “Neither do I…” I said with a laugh. “I don’t even want to be 
captain anymore!”

 “How come?” she asked me, looking shocked.

 “Because… I feel really bad about you getting hurt… “I 
said. “You deserve it.”

 “Well I don’t want it either, I never really did, but Maggie 
nominated me.”

 “Then what do we do?” I asked.

 We stood there for a moment, feeling sorry for ourselves.  
I looked at her, and unlike before I could see more than just a 
pretty, popular girl that everyone liked.  She was like me, a normal 
kid who just wanted to make things right.

 “I know!” she exclaimed suddenly. “We should both be 
captains!”

 “Yes! We can ask Coach today at practice!” I agreed.

 “It’s totally perfect!” she laughed.

 Like usual, Stephaney Lawrence was right.  It was perfect.
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Little Miss Emo Girl
By: Ashleigh Mason 

Who am I to you?

I’m just a girl, can’t you see that? 

I guess you can’t.  

Taunting and teasing, 

You never quit, 

Boy I’ll make you quit real quick.  

You’ve never seen me, for me, 

So leave me alone, 

Your words hold no pain to me.  

Quit acting weak yourself, hiding it all, 

Nothing you’ve ever said will hurt me,

Because all you’ve ever said was.....  

“Hey Little Miss Emo girl, why don’t you go back to your grave,” 

“It’s not Halloween so stop acting like the dead, in all of that black” 

“I don’t give a shit about you.  Go die for all I care.”  

Newsflash little boy, Those words don’t bother me, 

They can’t hurt me, Never will, 

So why don’t YOU go back and think about everything you’ve ever said 
to me. 

Sitting through it time and time again not minding,  

I walk past you, no tears in my eyes, with a smile on my face. 
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Weeks later, you’re still taunting me. 

When I see you sitting in a corner crying secretly, 

I was the one to come up and hug you.  

My shoulder was yours to cry on, 

I embraced you tightly, letting you sob until my shoulder was soaked, 

Softly humming a sweet lullaby, I was the one that knew the whole 
time. 

I was there to listen to your words, listening quietly when you said...  

“Why are you doing this for me? After everything I’ve done to you?” 

I sat there and smiled, “Because, I didn’t mind, It never hurt me, I’m 
here because I care” 

He sat up and smiled hugging me tightly softly. He said, “I’m sorry my 
angel.” 

Smiling and hugging him I said, “I’m always here, when you need me.”  

The next day he smiled at me, but when a new guy called me “Little 
Miss Emo” 

He walked up swiftly and punched him saying, “She’s not Little Miss 
Emo anymore.” 

I smiled and he hugged me tightly, I wasn’t “Little Miss Emo” anymore, 

I was finally a girl and now the boy that taunted and teased me was my 
best friend.
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Fifty-Fifty
By: Justin Feiler

 Grey, that’s all I see these days. The sky, the ground, even the 
rain seemed grey. I was living in a purgatory of lifeless sorrow. It was 
like England had given up on its own countrymen. If I could, I would 
restore everything to look like the colorful days of my childhood, when 
my family had wealth, when we weren’t choked with the fear of illness, 
when we had an endless buffet of food to eat. Those days were over, 
now I’m just a poor boy begging for coins for empty pockets.
 As I traveled along the path to the broken down windmill I called 
home, I noticed a small hunched figure crossing the bridge just in front 
of the mill. I watched in horror, knowing how rotten the entire bridge 
was. No sooner had that thought crossed my mind when the small 
figure disappeared with a splash. Instantly, I ran to the aid of that 
poor soul, leaping into the water like a noble frog, I pulled out what 
appeared to be an old beggar woman.
 “Thank you so much young man,” the old woman said gratefully. 
“How can I thank you?”
 I felt her press a small coin into my hand.  Flattered as I felt I 
couldn’t bring myself to accept the oId woman’s reward.  What kind of 
reward could an old beggar woman have? That’s what I thought until 
I saw the small golden, that seemed to shine like the sun, with the 
face of a beautiful woman printed on the front. It was a coin, the most 
spectacular coin I had ever seen.
 “I can’t accept this,” I muttered. “I’ve never seen such a coin,” I 
said unable to take my eyes from the beautiful woman etched into the 
coin.  “This could be worth a fortune, you just can’t give this away!”
 The elderly beggar looked at me with a lifted brow.
 “Oh my boy, it is worth far more than you could possibly imagine,” 
she said.  This coin has the power to grant you anything your heart 
desires. Simply make a wish and flip the coin and your wish shall be 
granted.”
 I didn’t believe her, but I just couldn’t help but play along with the 
old woman.
 “Well, if it’s that special, why would you give it away to a stranger?” 
I said, mocking.
 “I’m all out of wishes, my boy. I no longer have a need for it,” 
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replied the beggar woman. “Besides you rescued me and I have nothing 
else to give you. Take care and beware the tail.”
 I watched in disbelief as the old beggar woman quickly continued 
to walk down the path leaving me standing in the middle of the road. 
What did she mean by that? I turned the coin over and to my surprise 
I saw the gruesome image of a menacing serpent devouring its own tail. 
Immediately, I flipped the coin over to take comfort in the golden lady’s 
perfect smile.
 Once I got home, I was greeted by the loud booming voice of my 
older brother Ruben.
 “Buford! My favorite little brother how was your day?”
 Before I could answer Ruben immediately hoisted me up in the air 
and wrapped his massive tree-like arms around me, like he always did.  
A year after my parents lost their fortune, they became ill and died.  
Ruben became my parent.
 “Ruben please put him down.  Can’t you be more gentle with your 
younger brother?” said a soft voice from up the stairs. I looked up 
and there I saw Abigail.  Abigail and Ruben had known each other as 
children and married before the year of our misfortune.
 “Sorry my love, I just can’t help myself when I see Buford, I hardly 
see him anymore,” Ruben announced jokingly.
 “You saw me this morning you big oaf, now put me down,” I 
replied gasping for air.
 “Buford you’re soaking wet, come and dry off by the fire and tell us 
how you got this way,” said Abigail.
 I told them how I rescued the old woman from the water, which 
over shadowed the events that had transpired that day.
 “Goodness, is the poor thing all right?” asked Abigail with concern.
 “Oh she’s fine,” I replied, “She’s seemed like she could take care of 
herself.”
 “Hah! That’s our Buford, a hero to all,” Ruben exclaimed. “I’m sure 
she was very grateful for your efforts.”
I was about to show them the coin I had received from the old beggar 
woman but decided to keep it a secret for now. I knew it was selfish, 
but when you live in a family where everything belongs to everyone, it’s 
nice to have something you can call your own.
 Ruben and Abigail stayed with me until my clothes were dry, 
then retired for the night. Most nights I would sleep like a log, but this 
particular night I found myself to be restless. The words of the beggar 
woman kept spinning in my head like bees flying around a flowerbed. 
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Could that coin really grant wishes? I kept telling myself it was 
impossible, things like that only happened in fairytales. But then again 
what if it was magic?  What if there was some kind of power behind it 
that could help me restore the things our family had lost and escape 
this prison. I finally sat up in my bed and looked at the golden woman 
on the floor beside me, staring back at me, eyes aglow in the moonlight.
 “I guess there’s no harm in trying.” I thought to myself, as I picked 
up the coin.  I remembered of the last words that old woman said to 
me. Beware the tails. Would something bad happen if the coin landed 
on tails? More concerns and questions began to enter my head as I 
thought about those words. I was being pulled apart by my curiosity 
and fear, until I just couldn’t take it anymore.  My head was ready to 
burst.  I rose from my bed and I felt compelled to make a wish, despite 
my fears.  I placed the coin on my thumb, and wished for the one thing 
my family needed more than anything, money.
 “I wish we were wealthy again,” I whispered and with that my 
thumb sprung up and the coin went flying.
 The coin sang as it flew through the air, moonlight reflecting off 
its spinning surface like a shimmering star in the night sky. Then 
with a piercing ring the coin landed revealing heads. I looked around 
my dirty old room to see if anything had happened. Not a thing had 
changed, everything looked the same. As I walked over to pick up the 
coin, I couldn’t help but feel foolish for thinking that such simple thing 
could ever be magic. Just then as I was putting the coin down I heard 
a massive cracking noise followed by the sound of Ruben shouting. I 
immediately rushed into the next room to find that Ruben had fallen 
through the floorboards.
 “What happened?” squeaked Abigail with concern. “Are you 
alright?”
 “Oh I’m sorry dear, did I wake you?” replied Ruben ignoring the 
question.
 “Looks like the floor can’t support your weight anymore,” I 
chuckled. “Here I’ll help you up.” After I removed some if the broken 
boards and helped Ruben step out of the hole I noticed something 
shining in the hole.  I lifted the stained curtain to get a clearer look 
the mysterious shimmer.  Looking down the hole I saw what appeared 
to be a sea of treasures. Golden coins, goblets of the finest silver even 
precious stones the size of a baby’s fist.
 “Oh my goodness!” gasped Abigail.
 “Holy Moses!” exclaimed Ruben staring at the glittering pile. “We’re 
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rich! To think we’ve been sitting on top of a king’s weight in gold all 
this time.” I stood there petrified, desperately trying to convince myself, 
it was too good to be true, but there was no use. The coin really was 
magic!
 Ruben wasted no time spending our newly conjured fortune. 
Barely a month had passed before he had purchased a new house and 
filled it with furniture. He even bought a sawmill in the city and hired 
some workers to start the business he had always wanted. Ruben 
rejoiced in living like he had been accustomed to for so many years.  
Abigail also seemed happy. Her new life style, complete with stylish 
clothes and hair, made her the talk to the town. She enjoyed the all 
attention. 
 Life was good at first, but after a while, I noticed things beginning 
to change. Abigail and I saw less of Ruben since his work at the mill 
kept him busy.  Abigail began to spend more time at home, resting 
and paying less attention to her new social life.  After a doctor’s visit, 
we discovered that Abigail had contracted scarlet fever.  When Ruben 
heard the news he rushed home to be with Abigail and I searched 
for the best doctor money could buy.  We tried all the medicines he 
recommended, but it was no use. The doctor had done all he could, but 
her condition got worse.  Ruben stopped spending time at the sawmill 
and spent all his time by Abigail’s side praying for her recovery. I felt 
so helpless, even with our fortune we could do nothing to help Abigail.  
Then, I remembered the coin. If our riches couldn’t save her, maybe 
my mystic coin would. I went into my room and took the coin out of its 
hiding place. For a moment I hesitated, but when I remembered the 
sight of dear, sweet Abigail bedridden and Ruben’s despair,  I knew 
what I had to do. I closed my eyes and made the wish.
 “I wish Abigail was cured.” The coin rang out as it flew in the air. 
I waited impatiently for the coin to land and Abigail to be saved. But 
when I opened my eyes I did not see a beautiful face looking at me 
with gentle eyes, reassuring that all was well. What I did see was the 
terrifying face of a cannibalistic snake. The old woman’s words began to 
echo in my head. “Beware the tails.” Just then I heard a loud yell from 
Abigail’s room. 
 “Abigail, Abigail!” Like a startled rabbit, I ran to her room to find 
Ruben clenching Abigail’s hand sobbing heavily.  Looking over I saw the 
still and lifeless body that was Abigail. “Beware the tails”. I fell to my 
knees, my body becoming too heavy for my legs to bear. I didn’t want to 
believe it, but there was no way I could deny. I killed Abigail. 
 The next day was grey, just like the old days. It was like the world 
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had died with her, leaving me to drown in guilt. I didn’t eat. I didn’t 
sleep.  I didn’t even leave my room. All I could do was lie on my bed, 
tormenting myself with the same question. I was trapped in a net of 
regret with no way out. Just then I heard a knock on my door. It was 
Ruben. He asked to come in, but I told him to go away.  Being my big 
brother, he ignored me and came in anyway. 
 “I brought you some lunch,” he said placing the tray of food on my 
nightstand. 
 “I’m not hungry,” I replied. I was hoping he would leave, but the big 
oaf stayed wanting to talk. 
 “Listen Buford you can’t blame yourself for Abigail’s death,” said 
Ruben gently as he sat down at the foot of my bed. “You gave her all the 
medical help you could find and looked after her when I could not.” His 
words were like acid to my ears. He continued to talk rubbing salt into 
my wounds, until I just couldn’t take it anymore. 
 “Shut up! Will you just shut up?”
 “Buford?” Ruben said confused.  I told Ruben the whole story, 
all the hidden events that lead up to this very point of our existence. 
Ruben stared at me with disbelief. Of course, he didn’t believe me. 
 “Buford that’s ridiculous,” Ruben said with a skeptical look on his 
face. 
 “Is it Ruben, then explain how a family of three people who lived 
in an old windmill for seven years didn’t find treasure hidden under 
their feet until I wished it so. Or how a woman with the best doctor and 
medicine money can buy could just drop dead for no reason, only just 
after I made the wish.” 
 The room was dead silent for a moment. I could tell Ruben was 
piecing everything together. Ruben stood up and walked over to where 
the coin had been on the ground since yesterday. He picked it up and 
then looked at me with anger in his eyes.
 “Well then let me test it,” he said coldly. “I’ll bring Abigail back.” My 
heart sank.
 “Are you out of your mind? But what if it ends on tails?”
 “She’s already dead Buford. What else could the coin do to her? 
Besides, I’m only doing this to prove to you that this coin is not magic!” 
 “Ruben, don’t do it. That coin is real!  I’m telling you,” I said, 
springing up from my bed.
 “I wish my beloved Abigail was alive again!” bellowed Ruben. 
 I charged at Ruben with all the strength I had, crashing directly 
into his side. He landed on the floor with a thunder-like boom. It was 
only after he hit the ground, I heard the ringing sound of metal. I was 
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too late to stop him.  He had already flipped the coin. As I stood up, 
I watched the small golden coin fly out the door and down the stairs. 
Time seemed to stop, as I watched the coin bounce down the long 
staircase.  All I could think of was what would happen to Abigail? What 
would happen if the coin landed on heads and she came back to life? 
Or if the coin landed on tails, what would become of poor Abigail’s 
soul? It didn’t matter because all I could do was watch, in horror as the 
coin hit the final step and descended onto the floor. I wanted to look 
away. Oh, how I wanted to look away from it, all but my eyes were fixed 
on the coin. Finally, after what seemed like an eternity, the coin landed. 
Not on heads, not on tails, but in a crack between two floor boards 
where the coin landed on its edge. 
 “What are the odds?”      
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Serenity at Sunset
By: Melanie Boskovich
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